
Products
● VPC
● Kubernetes
● StackDriver
● Storage
● Compute Engine

1WorldSync Delivers Global Hybrid Cloud 
Infrastructure for Content Delivery 

1WorldSync solutions enables our customers to seamlessly share 
trusted, relevant and actionable product content across every 
channel and location. 

The challenge
1WorldSync’s diverse customer needs and increasing expectations led the 
Technology Operations team to engage Google and Cloudbakers in a Digital 
Transformation and modernization journey. 

Key objectives:

1. Establish equivalent security controls and identity access management as 
on-premise with role-based access

2. Maintain ISO certification
3. Support worldwide Data Access
4. Make DR exercises simpler with global infrastructure
5. Moving from DR to a HA Reliability Model
6. Modernize applications by adopting managed services
7. Make cost-optimized decisions 
8. Reimagine the customer experience 

The approach
Using the Cloud Start and Transformation Labs methodologies, the engineering and 
business leaders at 1WorldSync completed a series of workshops and working 
sessions to:

● Build reference architectures and best practices for selected GCP services
● Identified opportunities for using GCP services and developed the roadmap
● Created a business case to present to the rest of the company
● Developed new customer experience using trained AutoML models

The results
● A Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure using Google Cloud for scale and managed 

services while maintaining security controls and ISO certification
● Leveraging managed services to reduce operational overhead, increase 

efficiency and free up resources for innovation
● Minimized customer facing risks with availability / performance

1WORLDSYNC

“GCP has enabled us to be strategic about where 
we run workloads in our hybrid environment. We 
can optimize for cost, scale, reliability, and 
provisioning speed”
–Julio DalMonte,  Vice President, Global Technology Operations at 1WorldSync

About 1WorldSync
1WorldSync™ is the leading 
provider of product content 
solutions. Enabling more than 
13,000 global companies in over 
60 countries to share authentic, 
trusted content with customers 
and consumers.

Industry: Technology - 
Consumer Product Goods

Location: United States

About Cloudbakers
We bring the cloud down to 
Earth. The future of your 
business hinges on adopting and 
adapting to changing technology 
– that’s what Cloudbakers is 
here to help with.


